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ATTRACTION

DESCRIPTION

Fun Foods

Candy Apples, Cotton Candy machine, candy bar, Dippin’ Dots, nacho cheese
machine, popcorn machine, slushie machine, sno cone machine.
Our AIR Graffiti Wall allows the interactive creation of virtual graffiti on a
digital wall and is fun for all ages! Different drawing techniques can be used to
create air graffiti spraying, using virtual stencils, stamps, photo effects and
drawing effects, applying specialized painting methods like dripping just like
real graffiti make the experience so realistic.
We have a wide variety of Carnival Games available to choose from including:
Ball Bounce
Bank Shot
Basketball
Bean Bag Toss
Bulls Eye (frame game)
Conk The Crow (frame game)
Cow Milking Contest
Cow Pie Fly (frame game)
Duck Pond
First & Ten
Frisbee Toss
Krazy Kans Can Smash
Lasso the Longhorn (frame game)
Megawire
Pin the Tail on the Donkey (frame game)
Ping Pong Toss
Pit Stop Challenge
Plinko
Potty Toss
Rattle Snake Round Up (frame game)
Ring Toss #1
Ring Toss #2
Roller Bowler
Stop & Throw
Tic Tac Toe
Tic Tac Toss (frame game)
This runs just like the original network TV show but we included a few twists
that make this game show DYNAMIC. Four contestants are invited to “Come
on Down” and play. Items appear on our projection screen and contestants
place their bids. Each round individuals play games like “Plinko”, “Higher or
Lower and “Speed Price for their chance to win cash or prizes. Final Round the separate round winners play against each other by spinning the BIG
WHEEL. We provide a total of $200 in CASH prizes with money awarded to
random audience members to help keep your seats filled until the very end!

Air Graffiti Photo
Wall

Carnival Games

Barcode Game Show
(Price is Right)
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Black History Trivia

Hispanic Heritage
Trivia

Multicultural Trivia

Name That Tune

Pop Culture Trivia

The Feud (Family
Feud)

Black History Trivia Game Show is 90 minutes in length and filled with
everything “Black History” related. The show includes 4 rounds of knowledge
testing questions, with a fifth round to determine the overall champion. This
is a self-contained game show and we provide a professional emcee, sound
system, four podiums with lockout buttons, microphones and electronic
scoreboard displays. Pricing includes $200 in prize money awarded
throughout the show.
Hispanic Heritage Trivia Game Show is 90 minutes in length and filled with
everything Hispanic Heritage related ranging from historical questions to
current pop culture. The show includes 4 rounds of knowledge testing
questions, with a fifth round to determine the overall champion. This is a selfcontained game show and we provide a professional emcee, sound system,
four podiums with lockout buttons, microphones and electronic scoreboard
displays. Pricing includes $200 in prize money awarded throughout the show.
This game show is 90 minutes in length and includes trivia questions focusing
on Asian American History, Latin American History, African American History,
Women’s History, and LGBTQ Rights. The show includes 4 rounds of
knowledge testing questions, with a fifth round to determine the overall
Champion. This is a self-contained show that includes a sound and projection
system, four podiums with lockout buttons, microphones, and electronic
scoreboard displays. The price includes $200 in prize money awarded
throughout the show.
This game show uses 4 freestanding podiums that have lockout buttons,
microphones, and electronic scoring displays. We play a variety of popular
songs from artists, TV shows, commercials and movies; the first person to hit
their button, name the tune or answers the question correctly scores points.
We play 5 total rounds with the winners of the first 4 rounds making up the
final round for the Grand Prize. The host keeps the audience engaged the
show by asking random questions to audience members, awarding them $5
for a correct answer. This show is 75-90 minutes in length and includes $200
in cash prizes.
The Pop Culture Trivia Game Show is typically 90 minutes in length and
includes trivia questions from various categories including television, sports,
music, and many others. The show includes 4 rounds of knowledge testing
questions, with a fifth round to determine the overall Champion. We bring a
self-contained show that includes a sound and projection system, four
podiums with lockout buttons, microphones, and electronic scoreboard
displays. Price includes $200 in prize money awarded throughout the show.
This show uses a large projection screen to display the surveys and scores. We
bring 2 sets of podiums for two families with 5 or 6 people each to play.
During the 90 min. show, families compete and at the end, the family with the
highest score wins. We start with $200 total cash prize. To keep the entire
audience engaged throughout the show the host asks trivia questions and
gives away $5 for correct answers.. You have the option to add prizes of your
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Thumb Wars

Women’s History
Trivia

Dance Dance
Revolution

9 Hole Mini Golf

Big Red Chair or
Multicolor Big Chair
Photos
Super Photo Booth

Digital Photo Booth

Traditional Photo
Booth

Old Time Photos

Snap Shotz

own or increase the contracted price to reflect any cash prize amount you
want. The show is approximately 90 minutes in length.
Is a text messaging competition/game show. Two participants square off at a
time, the first one to text the message on the screen to the number provided
correctly – spelling, capitalization, punctuation, etc. all count – moves on to
the next round. If at any time both participants competing get it wrong, two
new participants, from the audience, are brought up on stage to take their
place – even if it is the Championship round. The overall Champion wins $100
in cash, the 2ndplace winner takes home $50 in cash, and the other $50 is
given out (typically in $5’s) throughout the show to random members in the
audience so you never know just who may walk away with money!
Women’s History game show is 75-90 minutes in length and filled with
everything “Women’s History” related. The show includes 4 rounds of
knowledge testing questions. This is a self-contained game show and we
provide a professional emcee, lighted scoring, and podiums with lockout
buttons and sound system.
Enjoy one of the most popular interactive video games to sweep the
nation, Dance Dance Revolution. We can set up an 8’x8’ projection screen
and sound system or one of our 42” plasma TVs for participants to take their
try. This system operates via PlayStation 2. Match this up with Guitar Hero,
Rock Band, or Wii Games for a complete arcade experience!
Indoors or outdoors, enjoy our 9 Hole Mini Golf with loops, curves, bridges
and ramps! Putters, balls and scorecards are included. Ask about our Black
Lite Mini Golf!
This chair is HUGE! It stands over 8 feet tall and is perfect for 1 person to hop
up in to have their picture taken or large groups, we provide various props to
be used in the photos and each person gets their own original photo.
The interactive Super Photo Booth includes a picture taking area with
surround sound, pulsating lights, a studio fan and a big screen TV where you
get to choose one of five onscreen characters to talk you through your photo
shoot! The 6″ x 8″ printout captures 9 shots.
Our Digital Touchscreen Photo Booth has 4 impressive screens that simulate a
giant Photo Strip. Up to 4 people can participate for each strip. Choose from
black and white or color, and then have a little more fun with the various
options of possible haircuts, hats, street art, or frames in the system!
This portable Photo Booth is quick to set up so you can get started with the
fun! Up to 4 participants can fit in the booth and each person will receive their
own Photo Strip. The strips can be customized, beforehand, with your logo or
other information.
We offer several Old Time Photo themes including Jail & Bail, Pirates,
Renaissance, Roaring 20’s & Western. Each participant receives a 4×6 print in
color, sepia or black & white. We bring a full backdrop system and lighting.
Snap Shotz: 3 unique poses with friends, shown and printed in under one
minute. Back drop, professional lighting and fun props to wear. Then custom
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decorate your 3 photo frame any way you like with the add ons we supply
(letters, paint pens, foam pieces, markers, etc.).
Get playful with our Fun at the Beach Photos!
Beach Fun Photos
Photo Keychains
Each participant receives a 2” x 3” photo in a plastic snap keychain.
Photo Magnets
Each participant receives a photo magnet.
Green Screen Photos Pick out your digital photo background and step in front of our Green Screen
to create your Photo Keepsake!
Celebrity Cut Out
Have your once in a lifetime photo opportunity with our Celebrity Cut
Photos
Outs! Pose with your favorite past & present celebrities.
Karaoke
Our extensive Karaoke song library will please everyone, young and old!
Leather Wristbands
Customize your own leather wristband with a name, quote, or other text.
Airbrush Tattoos
Experience the closest thing to getting a real tattoo. We have plenty of
stencils to choose from such as hearts, butterflies, zodiac signs, Chinese
symbols, serpents and more!
Glitter Tattoos
Don’t miss out on the newest craze in temporary body art, Glitter Tattoos. We
have thirty different colors of glitter and dozens and dozens of stencils to
choose from!
Candle Art
Candle art is comparable to the concept of sand art but with our wax crystals,
the result is a colorful, scented long burning candle. You get to make your
very own original work.
Aroma Reed Diffusers Set your perfect mood anytime with the proven restorative powers of
Aromatherapy. We offer a variety of oil choices for our Aroma Reed
Diffusers.
We offer multiple types of Printed Keepsakes for your event.
Printed Keepsakes

Create an Ornament

Create your own Lucky Bamboo plant! We provide the glass votive, stones
and bamboo.
Create edible Candy Art using different colored flavors of fine sugar layered in
a 6 inch tube. Some flavors are tart and others are sweet!
Create an Ornament is another one of our fun interactive novelty items.

Spin Art

Create your own piece of spin art, we provide the frame.

Spin Art Frisbees

Express yourself by putting a spin on traditional arts and crafts! Spin Art
Frisbees are great for outdoor or summer events. We put the Frisbee in the
machine and while it spins around your guest will drop in the paint, creating
their own work of art.
Create your own wearable art!

Bamboo Scapes
Candy Art

Spin Art Shutter
Shades
Spin Art T-Shirts
Stuff A Buddy

Message in a Bottle

Create your own custom wearable art.
Choose your animal from our large selection and then Stuff A Buddy! The next
station has you follow a poem and make your buddy wish. You finally create a
special birth certificate for your newborn you have created.
Create your own Message in a Bottle.
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Pimp My Flip Flops

Gel Scapes
Sand Art
Stuff A Balloon
Tie Dye T-Shirts
T-Shirt Creations
Dunk Tank

Decorate and pimp out your own pair of Flip Flops. We bring all of necessary
decorations and supplies along with a colorful selection of flops in men and
women’s sizes.
Create a personalized Gel Scape keepsake. We provide the glass votive,
different colored sand, gel, and decorations.
Get creative with your own Sand Art. Different colors of sand are placed in a
decorative plastic bottle to create a real work of art. Fun for kids of all ages!
Create your own Balloon Wrap arrangement.
Our Tie Dye T-Shirts are created using a spray dye so no worry about messy
buckets and trying to find a place to dry your new Tie Dyed Shirt!
Cut, Pin, Tie, Knot, Decorate! This one of a kind show allows participants to
make their own T-Shirt Creation!
Hit the target and watch your victim get “Dunk’d” into 500 gallons of water.

INFLATABLE SELECTIONS
38’ Rainbow
Obstacle
40’Inflatable
Obstacle Course

68’ Rainbow
Obstacle
7 Element Obstacle
Course

Bouncy Boxing

Boulder Dash

Fortress Obstacle
Course
Single Lap Obstacle
Course
Dual Lap Obstacle

Two competitors can race through the tunnels, climb walls and through
bouncy obstacles.
A larger journey through tunnels, around horizontal and vertical pop-ups,
with plenty of climbing and descending along the way! This sleek, low
profile Obstacle Challenge provides a bright, purple, yellow and red
primary-colored theme and its arching design will attract attendees and
guarantee hours of enjoyable physical activity.
This obstacle course is a challenging race for two worthy competitors! The
course contains soft, bouncy obstacles that are fun to wriggle through, ending
in an 8-foot slide.
The 7-Element Obstacle course challenges you through 7 different types of
obstacles. Racers start this Obstacle Course diving through the wall, then
squeeze through the pillar wall, around inflated side posts, scramble through
tunnels, more inflated walls and out the back to become the victor.
Bouncy Boxing comes with a giant inflatable boxing ring and big boxing gloves
to have fun and entertaining bouts of boxing. Contenders battle each other
with giant boxing gloves, so stay on your feet to win.
This obstacle course has four challenges to it. Two participant’s race at a
time; they start out by crawling through the first tunnel, dodging their way
through the vertical “fingers” and avoiding the swinging boulder as they race
to grab the basketball and dunk it in the hoop to finish first.
Two participants dive thru the starting hole, race thru a tunnel into a bounce
house where they must slam-dunk in one of the two internal basketball hoops
before proceeding to climb a ladder leading to a double slide to the finish.
Get ready for bouncing fun with the air-filled challenges of the Single Lap
Obstacle!
Our Dual Lap Obstacle Course Challenge allows two participants to race
through the obstacles without any chance of collision!
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Triple Obstacle
Course
X Factor Obstacle
Course

All in 1 Sports Arena
Hippo Chow Down

Inflatable Hot Potato

Human Billiards

Human Foosball
Inflatable Twister
Inflatable Carnival
Midway
Inflatable Plinko
Inflatable Skee Ball

Lawn Games Arena

Timber Lodge Arena

Our Triple Obstacle Course allows three participants to race through the
obstacles without any chance of collision!
This uniquely designed obstacle course is a one of a kind experience. Race
your opponent through the two level intertwining obstacle course. You start
at the beginning where you will ascend the steep rock climb to the second
level, criss-cross your opponent as you fight for position, down the slide to the
lower level, though a series of pylons, crawl throughs, and hurdles.
Up to 6-8, participants can play volleyball, basketball, or soccer in this unit.
The board game we knew as kids has come to life. Four opponents race back
and forth while attached to a bungee cord trying to see who can “eat” the
most balls.
Participants are challenged to get their ball from the start to finish first. This is
much easier said than done, as they must transfer their ball from cone to
cone until they successfully land it in the basket at the end. If their ball falls
off at any time, they must start back at the beginning.
This larger than life inflatable billiard table will keep you excited for hours.
We have taken the traditional game and “Super-Sized” it. Single players or
teams of 8 or ten can play this game. You play by either rolling or kicking the
specially designed soccer style balls.
10 People play at once in our inflatable foosball. Teams of 5 try to score on
the other team in this giant size version of the old school game
Inflatable Twister challenges up to 10 players to touch different colored dots
on a playing surface using only their hands and feet.
This is the perfect start to hosting your own carnival theme party! The
Carnival includes games for 4 people to play at the same time.
This inflatable Plinko game is awesome. Toss small balls up into this game and
see if you are a winner. The uses are only limited to your imagination.
Shoot the basket and dunk like the professionals with our Skee Ball
Inflatable! Play the traditional way (underhand), or use this as a mini
basketball game (overhand). Players compete to see who can get the balls in
all the different holes first.
Lawn Games is perfect entertainment for any event!
Pick any 3 games from the following list:
o Giant Chess / Checkers
o Giant Pong
o Giant Jenga
o Corn Hole
o Volleyball
o Giant Ring Toss
o Twister
Four players climb atop their inflated pod and take turns hurling the “rock” at
each other in an attempt to knock the player off their pod. As the “rock”,
swings back try to grab it because the player who grabs it first hurls it next.
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12’ slide
18‘ Giant Slide

Kahuna Dry Slide
Drive In Movie

Black Room Laser
Tag
Area 51 Alien Laser
Tag

Medieval Pole
Jousting
Gladiator Pedestal
Jousting

5 in 1 Sport Center

5 in 1 Sports Dome
Meltdown

The slide can be used alone or attached to the 7-Element Obstacle Course.
Only one participant is allowed up the ladder at the same time someone is
sliding down the slide. All participants must slide down feet first, no jumps,
flips, dives, etc. Two different color options to choose from.
Participants climb up the ladder on the left hand side and slide down the 15’
high slide on the right. This Kahuna theme is great for tropical themed events.
Our 20 ft x 13 ft inflatable movie screen is perfect for movie night! We use
digital InFocus or Sharp Projectors (both DVD and VHS formats). We supply a
full Surround Sound experience. We put two speakers up front near the
screen and two large speakers in the back up to 100 feet away. This gives you
360 degrees of Surround Sound Fun.
Laser Tag in our inflatable arena! Our laser guns talk, change colors, vibrate,
and have an LCD display to keep score. Up to 6 Participants play for 4 or 6
minutes.
Laser Tag in our 30’ diameter inflatable arena! Our laser guns talk, change
colors, vibrate, and have an LCD display to keep score. Up to 6 Participants
play for 4 or 6 minutes. We fill the arena with fog so you can actually see the
laser beam shooting at your opponents.
The middle pod participants stand on remains stationary. Our jousting poles
are completely foam, keeping participants’ hands safe from contact/injury.
Opponents stand on a fixed pedestal using their jousting skills and a huge
oversized pole and attempt to knock their opponent off. With heavy padding
and a cushioned soft landing, you are sure to have a blast with this inflatable.
Our jousting poles are complete foam and keep participants’ hands safe from
contact and injury.
There are 9 sporting options to choose from, with 5 games able to be used at
any one time. Games include golf, Nerf shooting game, floating ball race,
football toss, baseball tee swing, basketball, tennis, and soccer.
Participants are able to choose from Football, Basketball, Soccer, Frisbee, or
Baseball with this sport inflatable.
Meltdown is designed to challenge your agility, balance and
endurance. Either duck or jump over the two spinning beams or get wiped
out!

